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Co-Chairmen Moulton and Banks, members of the Task Force and Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to share my thoughts on what I believe to be the central challenge facing our nation’s
long-term national security: how best to harness our nation’s innovation strengths to sustain
security and peace for our country and the world.
As someone who has spent large portions of his career as a pilot and civilian executive in our
Armed Forces and as an entrepreneur and investor in the Silicon Valley ecosystem, I applaud the
focus of this Task Force. These two worlds are populated with extremely talented, mission
driven individuals, but have drifted apart both in terms of business process and culture.
The title of this hearing, supercharging the innovation base, is aptly named. The challenges we
face from an increasingly hostile and autocratic world are real. I fear that without an organized
effort by the Department of Defense (DoD), the preeminence of our fighting force will no longer
be undisputed. Underpinning our innovation prowess is foundational research & development, a
world-class talent base, and strong connectivity between the DoD and companies leading
development in technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), autonomy, and cybersecurity.
To me, the word supercharging represents not an incremental improvement, but a step-change
towards success. In fact, the supercharger on the Merlin engine helped turn the tide in WWII.1 I
strongly encourage this Task Force to think broadly about how it can implement change at
significant scale, doubling down on proven pathways and initiatives.
The pacing challenge in thinking about innovation and national security is, of course, the
remarkable progress made by China. China’s public commitment to lead the world in
innovation, particularly in AI, coupled with their concept of civil-military fusion,2 makes them a
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formidable competitor. By seamlessly integrating economic and military might, they are
accelerating tech development and generating maximal leverage on the world stage.
“AI is mission critical” to the Chinese Communist Party. With a growing population of 1.4
billion, China is turning to AI to “perfect dictatorship,” and its access to massive amounts of data
has allowed it to “close the gap” with US industry.3 This steady emphasis by Chairman Xi
Jinping is bearing fruit. China now has more supercomputers than the US,4 total private venture
capital investment in China surpassed the US for the first time in 2018,5 and as of 2017 Chinese
government R&D spend as a percentage of GDP was higher than the US with a trajectory to
reach parity in absolute terms.6 Furthermore, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and
technology startups enjoy close, though perhaps compelled, collaboration.
To counter these trendlines, the United States must play to its strengths: having the most vibrant
innovation ecosystem in the world (Silicon Valley), historically strong public support for science
funding, being a welcoming place for immigrants, and having deep, long-standing alliances with
the free nations of Europe and Asia.
I wish to briefly highlight 5 key areas in which I hope this Task Force can affect real impact.
1. Human Capital - Innovation at its core is a human endeavor.
2. Engagement at Scale - A core strength of DoD is the size of its organization and budget
3. Foundational Research and Development - Underpins both private sector and defense
innovation
4. Train and Equip for the Future - Acquisition reform represents only the tip of the
iceberg
5. Allies and Partners - Need friends to meet this generational challenge
Human Capital
The United States’ innovation superpower over the past half-century has been its investment in
human capital. From Wernher von Braun to the current CEO’s of Microsoft, Google, and soon
IBM, the US has been a magnet for foreign technical talent. The DoD also historically attracted
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top talent for short tours without hindering their private sector careers, most notably
McNamara’s Whiz Kids.7 Finally, with a sprawling infrastructure of bases across the country,
military service and the ethos of its members was ever present across all socio-economic groups.
All three of these human capital advantages have withered - now is the time to re-invigorate
these strengths.
Recommendations
● Reopen a major military installation in each of our leading innovation centers, San
Francisco and Boston, to build personal, community relationships between technologists
and uniformed members.
● Establish a National Security Innovation Visa to fast track green cards for experts in AI,
Cyber, Remote sensing, and other key technical fields. Today over 45% of STEM
doctoral grads are foreign with growing numbers returning to their home countries.8
● Increase opportunities for civilian service through a STEM corps.9
● Expand reserve and National Guard service opportunities for technologists.
Engage at Scale
The Department of Defense’ engagement with technologists and the innovation ecosystems have
shown early success, but not yet at scale. Now is the time to have a step-change to supercharge
DoD access to innovation from new entrants as well as traditional defense contractors. The DoD
spends less than $500m annually with venture-backed start-ups and less than $1B in true AI
research - representing a half percentage point of the department’s procurement and R&D
budget of $243 Billion - quite literally a rounding error.10 If we believe that the innovations
transforming our lives - from self driving cars to voice-activated televisions - will be core to
future national security, we should massively increase support to the organizations meeting this
challenge head on. Further, we must reclaim our national focus on basic science and technology.
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Recommendations
● Increase by 10 fold the spend on successful innovation efforts such as AF Pitch day,11
Defense Innovation Unit (DIU),12 Defense Digital Service (DDS), Joint AI Center
(JAIC), and Kessel Run13
● Increase Federal R&D to 1.1% of GDP14

Train and Equip for the Future
From the Section 809 Panel15 to the sustained efforts of the House and Senate Armed Services
committees, great progress has been made in the area of acquisition reform. So much so, that I
would submit that the real impediment is reforming management incentives for our talented
acquisition core, rather than additional legislation.
However, there is a need to structurally refocus the training and equipping of our forces to meet
an enemy emboldened by autonomous weapons. This tectonic shift in how we will fight is being
overshadowed by the acquisition reform debate. How do our Concepts of Operations change in
the face of low cost drones with embedded facial recognition? These difficult questions require
deep analysis. It will require congressional leadership to enable the DoD to be ambitious and
depart from its comfort zone.
One result will be large programs of records for non-traditional weapons systems. The sooner
we can recognize this coming change and make large bets on specific technologies and
companies, the quicker entrepreneurs and the venture investment community will apply their
talents and risk capital to solve DoD needs at scale. Who are the Billy Mitchell’s16 and William
Knudsen’s17 of today?
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Recommendations
● Recognize the massive change that AI & Autonomy will bring to warfare and revise
doctrine and Concepts of Operations.
● Demonstrate to entrepreneurs and the venture community that start-up companies can
scale and thrive serving the DoD.
Allies and Partners
Addressing the challenges discussed today will only be easier with our allies and partners.
Fortunately we have built goodwill over decades and can deepen these relationships to enact
coordinated economic and defense strategies.
Recommendations
● Fast track regulations for a larger set of close allies and partners including FIRRMA
exceptions, export controls, and data sharing.18
● Tip the scale for emerging nations to acquire US and Western technology infrastructure,
through financial incentives and transfer mechanisms.
Conclusion
I wish to highlight one final near-term opportunity: With the establishment of the Space Force the department can take a clean sheet approach to the technology and talent acquisition process.
The timing is fortuitous as the commercial space industry is in the midst of a renaissance led by
new entrants.
In sum, while the challenges are real and growing: our nation has all the elements necessary to
prevail in the defense of democratic values - we just need the collective will to do so. Many
august organizations have developed robust recommendations - I urge you to help lead Congress
and our nation in their implementation. Thank you and I look forward to your questions.
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